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ABSTRACT: The development of scalable and reliable techniques for the
production of the atomically thin layers of graphene and hexagonal boron nitride
(h-BN) in bulk quantities could make these materials a powerful platform for
devices and composites that impact a wide variety of technologies (Nature 2012,
490, 192−200). To date a number of practical exfoliation methods have been
reported that are based on sonicating or stirring powdered graphite or h-BN in
common solvents. However, the products of these experiments consist mainly of
few-layer sheets and contain only a small fraction of monolayers. A possible reason
for this is that splitting the crystals into monolayers starts from solvent
intercalation, which must overcome the substantial interlayer cohesive energy
(120−720 mJ/m2) of the van der Waals solids. Here we show that the yield of the
atomically thin layers can be increased to near unity when stage-1 intercalation
compounds of phosphoric acid are used as starting materials. The exfoliation to
predominantly monolayers was achieved by stirring them in medium polarity
organic solvents that can form hydrogen bonds. The exfoliation process does not disrupt the sp2 π-system of graphene and
is gentle enough to allow the preparation of graphene and h-BN monolayers that are tens of microns in their lateral
dimensions.
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Liquid-phase processing of atomically thin sheets derived
from layered solids (as well as many other nanomateri-
als) is an economical, scalable and convenient way to

produce them in bulk quantities, in order to fabricate different
types of heterostructures, composites, and devices. Single-step
deposition from solutions offers the advantages of using
substrates of different chemical compositions and shapes.
This flexibility facilitates the characterization of monolayers and
broadens their possible applications. Because of their the
electronic and thermal properties that derive from their 2D
structure, their chemical stability, and very high surface to
volume ratio, monolayers of graphene and hexagonal boron
nitride (h-BN) could become components of electronic and
photonic devices (including flexible ones), transparent electro-
des, smart coatings, composites, membranes, energy generation
and storage devices, sensors, and biosensors1−3 once rapid,
scalable and reliable methods for their production are
developed.
There are a number of examples of successful exfoliation of

graphite and h-BN by sonicating and/or stirring the powders in

common solvents,4−8 and the criteria for selecting “good”
solvents have being developed using the theory of Hansen
solubility parameters (HSP). However, the exfoliated product
resulting from these methods is dominated by multilayer
graphene and h-BN sheets and only small amounts of
monolayers are present. One of the reasons for this may be
found in the crystalline structure of the starting layered crystals.
As shown in Figure 1a,b, microcrystalline platelets of graphite
and h-BN, which are typically hundreds of nanometers to
microns thick, consist of stacks of much thinner densely packed
slabs. Their segmented structure represents the disruption of
atomically coherent stacking along the crystallographic c-axis,
which may be caused by shear and basal dislocations, and by
the presence of twist grain boundaries.9 In our studies of
graphite and h-BN intercalation by nonoxidizing Brønsted
acids, we found that the intercalation process began with the
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relatively fast separation of these few-nm-thick slabs, followed
by slower conversion to stage-1 intercalation compounds.10,11

Similar observations have been reported in the oxidation and
thermal expansion of graphite.9 It is reasonable to expect that
exfoliation with organic liquids might also begin by splitting the
parent microcrystals at these weak links into slabs (i.e.,
multilayer sheets), which in some cases become the final
product after exfoliation. The small difference between the
surface energies of the slabs and solvents facilitates the
exfoliation process.4,5 However, splitting the slabs into
monolayers involves solvent intercalation, which presumably
begins at the edges and must overcome the interlayer cohesive
energy (120−720 mJ/m2).12−19 The strength of the van der
Waals interaction between sheets in fact grows progressively
with thinning of the multilayer slabs.20 This makes the
complete intercalation by organic solvents energetically
unfavorable (or at least very slow under mild conditions),
and it is a possible reason for finding a small fraction of
monolayers in the solvent exfoliation of graphite and h-BN.
In the case of the stage-1 intercalation compounds (ICs), we

begin with graphene and h-BN layers that are already separated
by Brønsted acid molecules. The intercalation of these
molecules reduces the interlayer cohesive energy and facilitates
exfoliation to the atomic layers,10,21 but requires the selection of
a solvent with optimal affinity for both the host and guest

components. This may not be a trivial task since literature data
on the surface energies of graphite and h-BN powders are
rather scarce and vary in the ranges of several tens of
units,12−19,23−25 and since HSPs for these materials are yet to
be determined.5 Furthermore, the surface properties of host
monolayers that have been in contact with acid molecules can
differ from those of the intact host crystals and thus require
separate characterization.
Here we demonstrate that exfoliation of the phosphoric acid

intercalation compounds of graphite and h-BN to yield
predominantly monolayers is achievable by using medium
polarity organic solvents that are capable of forming hydrogen
bonds. This intercalation/exfoliation process is not destructive
and monolayers that are tens of microns in their lateral
dimensions can be obtained.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Selection of Solvents. The process of exfoliating H3PO4-

intercalated graphite and h-BN involves a number of steps: (i)
wetting of the acid-covered crystals by the solvent, which should be
considered a separate step because H3PO4 forms a relatively
thick coating around the crystals (Figure S1), and its
dissolution provides solvent access to the surface of the
microcrystals, (ii) interaction of the solvent with guest acid
molecules to extract them from the interlayer galleries, and
simultaneously, interaction of the solvent molecules with the
host layersthe solvent-sheet interaction should be strong
enough to penetrate the gradually vacated galleries to cause
exfoliation (i.e., prevent restacking of the host crystal layers),
and (iii) dispersion of the exfoliated layers in the solvent to give
relatively stable and manageable suspensions. This suggests that
a good solvent should have strong affinity for both the polar
H3PO4 molecules and the nonpolar graphene and h-BN
surfaces.
Indeed, our preliminary experiments showed that nonpolar

liquids, such as hexane and toluene, did not wet the H3PO4
intercalation compounds and hence no dispersion/exfoliation
occurred. On the other hand, high polarity solvents, such as
dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) and N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone
(NMP), are good dispersants for both of the intercalation
compounds, but they destroy graphene and h-BN monolayers
(i.e., TEM shows large shapeless holey film pieces in the DMSO
solutions and no significant amount of solid particles in the
transparent solutions in NMP even at room temperature).
Water was also excluded from this study because it was shown
to introduce defects into graphene sheets,21 and it is also likely
to promote hydrolysis of h-BN monolayers,8 especially in the
presence of H3PO4.
To select minimally corrosive solvents that have a strong

interaction with both guest and host components of the
intercalation compounds, we mainly considered two observa-
tions: first, both of the components, graphene and h-BN
sheets,10,11 and H3PO4, have a common tendency to interact
with acidic OH hydrogen atoms to form hydrogen bonds, and
second, oxygenated alkane derivatives readily assemble on the
graphite surface.22 Therefore, we studied several common
protic solvents of medium polarity and different alkyl chain
lengths: isopropanol (i-PrOH), n-pentanol (C5OH), 3-octanol
(3-C8OH) and n-octanoic acid (C8OOH), and the aprotic
solvent dimethylformamide (DMF) that was previously found
to be a good dispersant for graphite/H3PO4

10 and h-BN.5

Exfoliation. First-stage graphite/H3PO4 and BN/H3PO4
intercalation compounds that contained some amount of the

Figure 1. (a, b) SEM images of graphite (a) and h-BN (b) crystals
of the starting powders show the edges of the crystals that are
composed of densely packed slabs. (c) Photographs of dispersions
of the exfoliated graphite/H3PO4 (left) and BN/H3PO4 (right) in
pentanol and isopropanol. (d, e) TEM and SEM images of partially
exfoliated graphite/H3PO4 crystals in i-PrOH: (d) shows flat
H3PO4 agglomerates leaving the interlayer galleries (overlap of the
agglomerate images indicates their positioning between different
layers across the graphite crystal; (e) depicts formation of cracks,
holes and some disintegration of the larger graphite particles
during intercalation/exfoliation.
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intact host crystals (see XRD patterns in Figure S1) were
dispersed in the solvents listed above by stirring. This resulted
in the formation of light gray (graphite) and milky white (h-
BN) slightly opalescent homogeneous suspensions. At room
temperature this process takes ∼1 h with DMF and i-PrOH, ∼6
h with C5OH, and 2+ days with 3-C8OH and C8OOH. In the
latter case some large particles are always observable. These
particles are most likely agglomerates of the poorly wetted
H3PO4 acid-covered intercalation compounds as well as intact
h-BN or graphite microcrystals. We note that, unlike relatively
fluffy microcrystalline powders of bare graphite and h-BN, the
intercalation compounds exist as larger, hard crystalline
agglomerates that are bound together by their acid-covered
surfaces (Figure S1), and thus their dispersion in the same
solvents is slower. Increasing the temperature to 60 °C (DMF,
i-PrOH and C5OH) and to 120 °C (3-C8OH and C8OOH),
significantly accelerates the wetting process and homogeneous
suspensions form within minutes with DMF, i-PrOH and
C5OH and within several hours with 3-C8OH and C8OOH
(although a few large particles are still visible in the case of
C8OOH). This is consistent with a decrease in solvent viscosity
at higher temperature, which facilitates wetting/dissolution of
the H3PO4 coating and dispersion of crystals of the
intercalation compounds (see SI p 2 for more details).

We assume that the outer acid coating is washed away as
soon as the homogeneous suspensions form, and intercalated
H3PO4 becomes accessible to the solvent, which initiates the
exfoliation of graphite/H3PO4 and h-BN/H3PO4 crystals.
Figure 1d shows such a “washed,” partially exfoliated crystal
as H3PO4 leaves the expanded interlayer galleries. As the
exfoliation progresses, the suspensions of graphite/H3PO4 and
h-BN/H3PO4 become almost transparent birefringent sols
(Figure 1c) that are relatively stable (i.e., no precipitation is
noticeable during 2−3 h).
AFM analysis shows that exfoliation of the graphite/H3PO4

and h-BN/H3PO4 intercalation compounds results in the
formation of mostly monolayer (2−3.5 Å high) and bilayer (4−
7 Å high) graphene and h-BN sheets together with smaller
amounts of few-layer crystals. Figures 2 and 3 display images of
monolayer graphene and h-BN sheets prepared in i-PrOH,
C5OH, C8OOH, and 3-C8OH (for similar graphene mono-
layers prepared in DMF, see ref 10). TEM analysis shows that
the graphene10 and h-BN (Figure 3a) monolayer sheets are
single crystals with no noticeable morphological damage.
In both the graphite/H3PO4 and BN/H3PO4 systems, the

monolayer fraction consists mainly of sheets with small lateral
dimensions (<100−500 nm) and some amount of larger (0.5−
3 μm) sheets (see monolayer distribution by lateral dimensions
in Figure S3). However, monolayers as large as 10−80 μm can

Figure 2. AFM images illustrate graphite/H3PO4 exfoliation in polar solvents. (a−d) Large monolayer cryo-milled graphite (CMG) sheets on
Si substrate that occur in all solvents under investigation. (e, f) CMG (e) and natural graphite powder (GAK-2, Ukraine, 325 mesh) (f)
monolayers on a sapphire substrate. Relatively densely packed graphene monolayers can be found in some places on the sapphire surface,
however the more polar surface causes occlusion of the solvent under the monolayers. Insets in (a−f) show height (2−3 Å) of the graphene
sheets consistent with graphene monolayer thickness; height measurement areas are indicated by pink and blue boxes on the images.
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also be found in all of the solvents except DMF (Figures 2, 3).
It appears that in less polar solvents with longer alkyl chains,
especially C8OOH, the proportion of the larger monolayer
sheets is higher, whereas in the most polar solvent, DMF, we
have not found monolayers larger than 1 μm (Figure S3).
Using higher exfoliation temperatures in DMF we do observe
monolayers with lateral dimensions of ∼3 mm, but they all are
morphologically damaged (Figure S4). With i-PrOH, C5OH,
C8OOH, and 3-C8OH as solvents, the lateral size of the
monolayers is most likely determined by the crystal quality of
the starting graphite and h-BN powders. Because monolayers
with lateral dimensions comparable to those of the parent
microcrystals (1−100 μm) are found in all solvents except
DMF, it appears that the intercalation/exfoliation process is
gentle enough to preserve the crystalline integrity of the
monolayers.
Indeed, Raman spectra (Figure 4 and Figure S5a−c) show

that intercalation/exfoliation procedure does not damage the
sp2 π-electron system of exfoliated graphene or h-BN and does
not introduce a noticeable amount of sp3 defects which might
promote monolayer disintegration.
On the other hand, it has been shown that individual crystal

flakes are typically stacks of fairly randomly shaped and
arranged polygons that contain multiple layers.9 SEM images of
the starting graphite and h-BN powders (insets in Figure S3)
support this polygonal flake model of the structure. Therefore,
in addition to the contribution of initially small particles, larger
polygonal crystals can break apart during the intercalation and/
or exfoliation processes to give small single- or few-layer sheets,
significantly increasing the fraction of monolayers with small
lateral dimensions. Indeed, SEM images of partially exfoliated
graphite/H3PO4 particles show cracks and holes in many of the
crystals (Figure 1e). The microstructure of crystalline graphite
is known to depend strongly on the crystal growth conditions,
and this should substantially impact results obtained with

different graphite powders. For example, only very small
graphene sheets resulted from the exfoliation of SO3
intercalation compounds prepared from synthetic graphite.21

The relative yields of monolayers and bilayers that are
described below were obtained by analysis of 15−25 AFM
images in each case. It is important to note here that
quantitative AFM data on the fraction of monolayers and
bilayers involve some uncertainty. They are statistical quantities
derived from coverage densities of individual sheets, which were
measured outside the drying rings, and do not necessarily
reflect the distribution of sheets in the liquid suspensions. We
also observe many h-BN and graphene sheets with lateral
dimensions smaller than 70 nm, and these are ignored in
estimating the monolayer and bilayer fractions. Relatively large
particle agglomerates also form when drying drops of solution
on the substrate and cannot be analyzed by AFM. Sometimes
we also observe areas where the solvent is occluded under

Figure 3. TEM (a), FESEM (b, c) and AFM (d, e) images of h-BN/
H3PO4 exfoliated to monolayers in 3-C8OH (a, d), i-PrOH (b) and
C5OH (c, e) and deposited on Si[100] substrates (b−e). (a) Few-
layer scroll and single crystal monolayer sheet with SAED pattern
(inset). Insets in (d) and (e) show height (2−3 Å) of the h-BN
sheets consistent with the monolayer thickness; height measure-
ment areas indicated by pink green and blue boxes on the images.

Figure 4. (Top) Raman spectrum collected from an agglomerate of
restacked graphene sheets, which may contain mono- and few-layer
graphene, drop cast onto a Quantifoil TEM grid (inset). The
excitation wavelength was 514.5 nm, the spectrometer was a
Renishaw inVia microRaman using a 100× objective with a 0.95
numerical aperture. (Bottom) Raman spectrum of a h-BN sheet
cast on a silicon substrate, showing the characteristic in-plane
vibrational mode (E2g) of h-BN at 1366.2 cm−1. The spectral
acquisition was done in a Horiba LabRam HR Evolution UV
Raman Spectrometer using a 74× UV objective and a 290 nm
wavelength laser excitation.
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sheets, thus preventing precise measurements of the sheet
height.
The yield of the monolayers depends on the temperature and

the duration of the exfoliation process (Figure 4). At ambient
temperature the exfoliation of graphite/H3PO4 requires several
days to complete. Larger, less polar solvent molecules
(C8OOH, 3-C8OH, C5OH) work 2−3 times slower than
smaller solvent molecules (i-PrOH and DMF) (Figure 5a).
Exerting shear force (by stirring, not sonication) significantly
accelerates exfoliation of bare graphite,6 and we observe a
similar effect with the intercalation compounds (compare
results for i-PrOH with and without stirring in Figure 5a).
Increasing the temperature accelerates the exfoliation process
by a factor of 2−10. At 60 °C (i-PrOH, DMF), 90 °C (C5OH)
and 120 °C (C8OOH and 3-C8OH) exfoliation of both
graphite/H3PO4 and h-BN/H3PO4 can be completed in ∼2
days (Figure 5b,c). We judge the exfoliation process to be
complete when the yield of the monolayers approaches 100%
or there is no significant growth of the monolayer fraction after
the suspensions are cooled to room temperature and allowed to
stand for several days (see SI pp 4−5 and Figure S6 for more
details).
When compared to h-BN/H3PO4, graphite/H3PO4 gives a

higher (by 10−30%) yield of monolayers under the same
conditions in all solvents except 3-C8OH, which gives complete
exfoliation of h-BN/H3PO4 at 60 °C (Figure 5c,d). We note
that in DMF at 90−120 °C, although the fraction of graphene
monolayers slightly increases, morphological damage of the
sheets can occur (Figure S4). This may be more pronounced
for h-BN monolayers, the fraction of which significantly

decreases in DMF at 90 °C. In general, h-BN monolayers
appear to be less stable than graphene because their fraction
also decreases with time in DMF and i-PrOH even at ambient
temperature (Figure 5c), and because smaller particles are more
susceptible to degradation (Figure S3).
Increasing the temperature can accelerate the exfoliation

process through both thermodynamic and kinetic effects in
each exfoliation step (i−iii). Besides the energetic contribution
to the dissolution of H3PO4 (both the outer coating and then
the deintercalated acid molecules, stages i−ii), higher temper-
atures can facilitate breaking bonds that formed due to the
guest−host dipolar interactions in the intercalation process
(stage ii),10,11 increase the rate of diffusion of the acid/solvent
molecules out of/into the interlayer galleries (stage ii), and also
decrease the surface energy of the solvents that interact with the
host layers (stages ii and iii). Assuming that dissolution of the
outer acid coating is fast, the extraction of intercalated H3PO4
and/or solvent diffusion into the galleries (stage ii) may be the
rate-limiting step. This is consistent with longer exfoliation
times and higher temperatures required for the larger solvent
molecules with higher cohesion energy (Figure S2). In the
subsequent stage (iii) of peeling apart and dispersing the host
layers, the solvent molecules with longer alkyl tails should
perform better than small molecules and do not require higher
temperatures.

Correlation of Exfoliation Yields with Solvent Param-
eters. When comparing the highest yields of monolayers that
result from complete exfoliation achievable with each solvent,
one can see that the efficiency of the solvents studied decreases
in the following order:

Figure 5. AFM analysis of monolayer and bilayer sheets yield after exfoliation of CMG/H3PO4 and h-BN/H3PO4 in polar solvents: time and
temperature dependence. (a) Fraction of graphene monolayers vs time after exfoliation of CMG/H3PO4 at ambient conditions. In i-PrOH
exfoliation was studied with and without stirring (blue and dark blue, respectively). (b) Fraction of graphene monolayers after exfoliation of
CMG/H3PO4 at different temperatures for 2 days (at 20 °C: 4 d for all solvents and 7 d for 3-C8OH). (c) Fraction of h-BN monolayers after
exfoliation of h-BN/H3PO4 at different temperatures for 2 days. In (b) and (c) the suspensions exfoliated at 60 °C (120 °C in C8OOH) were
allowed to stay at RT for 40−41d and analyzed by AFM again (pink and lilac, respectively). (d) Exfoliation CMG/H3PO4 and h-BN/H3PO4 at
60 °C for 2 days.
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≈ ‐ > ‐ ≈ >iC OH 3 C OH PrOH C OOH DMF5 8 8

for graphite/H3PO4 and

> ‐ ≈ ‐ > >iC OH PrOH 3 C OH C OOH DMF5 8 8

for h-BN/H3PO4.
For both of the intercalation compounds, alcohols perform

slightly better than the carboxylic acid C8OOH, and all the
protic solvents are better than the aprotic solvent DMF (we do
not consider data for DMF at 90−120 °C because of the
uncertainty caused by decomposition of the monolayer sheets).
Plotting the monolayer fractions of graphene and h-BN versus

energy of vaporization of the solvents and H3PO4, does not
show any clear correlation (Figure 6a, top left). C8OOH, which
is the poorest solvent match for phosphoric acid (its DEvap is
∼11 kJ/mol higher than the upper border of the DEvap range
for H3PO4), is more efficient in exfoliating both of the
intercalation compounds than DMF, which can dissolve the
acid much faster (judging from the data in Figure 5a). This
suggests that the efficient solvation of H3PO4 is not a strong
determinant in the final degree of exfoliation, but is an
important factor at the preliminary stage of removal of the
outer acid coating, which is necessary for the exfoliation process
to begin.
Graphs of the monolayer fraction versus solvent surface

energy (Figure 6a top right) reveal that higher exfoliation yields
are observed for the solvents (the alcohols and octanoic acid)
with surface energy in the range of 51−59 mJ/m2 with a
maximum of 56 mJ/m2 for C5OH. These data match well with
values published in the literature of surface energies determined
by contact angle measurements (44−66 mJ/m2)23 and by the
capillary rise method (25−60 mJ/m2)24 for several h-BN and
graphite/graphene (46−55 mJ/m2)25 powders. The least
effective solvent, DMF, has the highest surface energy. This
correlation supports the idea that the interaction of solvent
molecules with the host layers, rather than with guest acid
molecules, determines the efficiency of the exfoliation process.
To better understand the nature of these interactions we

further analyze our data within the theory of Hansen solubility
parameters (HSP) that describe contributions of dispersive, dD,
polar, dP, and hydrogen bonding, dH, interactions to the total
cohesive energy density.26 It is commonly accepted that
solvents capable of dispersing/dissolving solid powders are
likely to have HSPs close to those of the solid (see SI pp 4−5
for details).
The five “good” solvents used in our study have relatively

close values of HSPs (Table S1), and cannot be used to reliably
assign HSPs to the graphene and h-BN monolayers. Therefore,
we have attempted to find an analogue(s) among solids with a
wide range of determined HSPs that show affinity for all five
solvents similar to those of the graphene and h-BN monolayers.
Therefore, we used the parameters of a group of ten carbon
materials (Table S1)26 and calculated the relative energy
difference (RED) numbers for our five solvents (Figures 5b and
S7, see SI pp 5−7 for details). In general, RED < 1 indicates
high solute affinity for a solvent, and the best solvent for a
particular solute has the lowest RED number. Among the
carbons that have RED < 1 (Figure 5b) only carbon black
CB1(t) has a set of RED numbers that qualitatively fits the
order of exfoliation efficiency for all five solvents (i.e., DMF and
C8OOH have higher RED numbers than alcohols with C5OH
having the lowest RED number). This suggests that the affinity
of CB1(t) to all five solvents is close to that of the graphene

Figure 6. (a) Analysis of graphene (squares) and h-BN (triangles)
monolayer yield dependence on total cohesive energy of the
solvents (top left), surface energy of the solvents (top right) and
Hansen solubility parameters (HSP), d, (middle-bottom). “D”, “P”
and “H” indexes for d indicate dispersion, polarity and H-bonding
components, respectively, of the total, dT, solubility parameter. Top
left: green area shows the range of total cohesive energies of H3PO4
that correspond to the experimental conditions. Solvents energies
are given for the temperatures at which the highest monolayer
yields were achieved (60 °C, DMF and i-PrOH; 90 °C, C5OH; 120
°C, 3-C8OH and C8OOH); solvents HSPs are for 25 °C.26 Vertical
lines on the graphs: Dashed lines, literature data for corresponding
energies and HSPs for h-BN (blue,5 orange and pink, middle of the
energy ranges).23,24 Orange and blue Solid lines, literature data for
corresponding energies and HSPs for graphite (orange,25 blue).6

Black solid lines, HSPs for CB1(t). Red dashed and solid lines, HSPs
for h-BN and graphene, respectively, estimated from our
experimental data and literature data for carbon materials shown
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and h-BN monolayers, and hence their HSPs may have similar
values. The HSPs of the other carbons, which show the highest
RED numbers for i-PrOH or the lowest RED numbers for
DMF or 3-C8OH and C8OOH, are probably different from
those of the monolayers. Among all the carbons, the distinctive
feature of HSPs for CB1(t) is the largest contribution of the
hydrogen bonding component, which is about two times higher
than that of the polarity component, and these two
components together constitute about 50% of all interactions.
When putting the HSPs of CB1(t) on the graphs of monolayer
yields vs HSP (Figure 6a, black lines), one can see that the dH
and dP values are very close to those of the best solvents,
whereas the dD value is greater and beyond the dD range of all
the solvents. This suggests that the hydrogen bonding and
polarity components of the graphene and h-BN monolayers are
close to those of CB1(t), whereas their dispersion component
may be lower. This allows us to estimate the HSP range for the
monolayers at dD = 17−20 MPa0.5, dP = 6−7 MPa0.5, dH = 12−
14 MPa0.5 and dT = 22−25 MPa0.5. Again, this analysis suggests
that the hydrogen bonding and dispersion interactions are
primarily responsible for the strong affinity of both monolayer
types to the solvents. The polarity interactions contribute about
half of what the hydrogen bonding interactions do. This is
consistent with the fact that DMF, which has dH value close to
that of the other solvents but a dP value that is 2−4 times
higher, is a less efficient solvent. DMF is the only aprotic
solvent in the group that does not have hydrogen-bond-donor
groups, which may result in the weaker interactions with the π-
electron systems of the graphene and h-BN monolayers.
It is interesting to compare HSPs of the h-BN monolayers

produced by exfoliation of h-BN/H3PO4 with those of the
sheets of exfoliated bare h-BN5 (Figure 6a, red and blue dashed
lines, respectively). Their total solubility parameters are close
and the polarity components are similar but the monolayers
derived from the intercalation compound have a considerably
higher hydrogen bonding contribution (34% vs 22%) and lower
dispersion contribution (50% vs 56%) to the total interaction
with the solvents than the multilayer sheets obtained from bare
h-BN (see SI pp 5−7 for details). Compared to the BN
multilayer sheets, stronger hydrogen bonding interactions with
solvents may be caused by the ultimate surface to volume ratio
in the monolayer system where the Lewis acid and base sites of
each atomic layer are available for interaction with the solvent
molecules. However, some possible interactions with the
residual H3PO4 molecules that may remain adsorbed on the
monolayer surface cannot be completely ruled out.
Electronic Properties. Current−Voltage (I−V) character-

istics of a monolayer graphene sheet deposited on a p-doped
Si(100) substrate were measured with Pt contacts in 2- and 4-
probe setups under ambient conditions (see SI p 8 and Figure
S8 for details). The I−V characteristics are linear, indicative of
the ohmic Pt/graphene contacts. The resistivity of our

graphene-on-Si device (ρ = RWd/L, where R = DV/DI,
measured resistance; W, width of the graphene sheet of 5 ×
10−4 cm; L, distance between Pt contacts; and d, monolayer
thickness of 3 × 10−8 cm) is (3 ÷ 6)10−2 Ω-cm, which is 2−3
orders of magnitude higher than that of mechanically exfoliated
graphene on a SiO2 substrate.27−30 This may be caused by
extrinsic scattering in graphene due to adsorbed H2O/O2 from
air31 and solvent/H3PO4 occluded under and/or adsorbed on
the graphene sheet. AFM images of the monolayer graphene
sheets (Figure S8e) clearly show solvent occluded at the
graphene/Si interface in the middle of the sheet that cannot be
removed by many-day drying in vacuum. Also resistance of
graphene devices can be higher for micron-scale intercontact
distances, L,27 which is the case for our device.
Some perturbation effect of the Si substrate (or charged

impurities associated with it) on the graphene π-electron
system also cannot be ruled out. TERS spectra of the
monolayer and few-layer graphene on p-doped Si substrate
show a red shift of the G peak to 1601 cm−1 and absence of the
2D peak (Figure S5c), while the Raman spectrum of a
suspended agglomerate of our exfoliated mono- and few-layer
graphene sheets show no noticeable changes compared to that
of multilayer graphene32 and starting graphite (Figure S5a,b). It
has been shown that the 2D peak area is sensitive to the
electronic inelastic scattering rate and that it decreases as the
Fermi energy level moves away from the Dirac point.32 The
ratio of the intensities of the 2D and G peaks shows a strong
dependence on doping and, at high n- and p-doping levels, the
2D peak can be completely suppressed.33−36 Also, the red shift
of the G peak suggests that our exfoliated graphene sheets on
the p-doped Si substrate may be subject to p-doping.34−36 This
doping effect of the Si substrate, if it exists, might be enhanced
by alkanol/H3PO4 occluded at the Si/graphene interface.
Control TERS experiments with a single layer of CVD
graphene (CVD-SLG) grown on a Cu-substrate and then
transferred on the same p-doped Si substrate (Figure S5d)
show the presence of the 2D peak but the ratio of 2D/G peaks
intensities, I2D/IG, is in the range of 1.3−0.7 (lexc = 488−633
nm) (Figure S5d,e), which is considerably lower than that of
pristine CVD-SLG grown on a Cu-substrate (I2D/IG ∼ 7.4 at
lexc = 488 nm) (Figure S5f). This fact suggests possible doping
of CVD-graphene on Si,32−35 which, however, is less
pronounced compared to our graphene deposited from alkanol
solution containing small amounts of H3PO4. The uninten-
tional doping by the substrate is also a possibility and is
mentioned in ref 37.
Despite the overall complexity of this system, we can

conclude that the sp2 π-electron system of graphene produced
by exfoliation of graphite/H3PO4 retains its integrity since the
resistivity of our graphene monolayers is 1−2 orders of
magnitude lower than that of reduced graphene oxide single
sheets.38

CONCLUSIONS
A high yield of atomically thin layers of graphene and h-BN can
be achieved by exfoliation of first-stage phosphoric acid
intercalation compounds of graphite and h-BN in medium
polarity solvents, which have a large contribution of hydrogen
bonding interactions to their total cohesive energy density.
Solvents with hydrogen bond-donor atoms appear to be most
effective, whereas aprotic solvents with a high contribution of
polar interactions (e.g., DMF and DMSO) can morphologically
damage the monolayers. The graphene and h-BN monolayers

Figure 6. continued

in (b). (b) Bottom graphs: Calculated RED (relative energy
difference) numbers that reflect affinity of the solvents under
investigation to carbon materials with different HSPs (CB, carbon
black; CB(t), thermally treated carbon black; PC, petroleum coke).
The lower the RED number the higher the affinity. HSPs for the
carbon materials were taken from ref 26. Top graphs: the highest
monolayer yields achieved in each solvent. In all graphs lines that
connect the dots are guides for the eye.
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obtained in this process are not very hydrophobic because the
relative contributions of the dispersive and hydrogen bonding +
polar interactions to their surface energy are approximately
equal, whereas the polar interactions contribute about half of
what the hydrogen bonding interactions do. These results
suggest that a number of other organic solvents with ratios of
solubility parameters close to those of the monolayers might be
successfully used for exfoliation of acid-intercalated graphite
and h-BN.
The intercalation/exfoliation process does not disrupt the sp2

π-system of graphene and is gentle enough to allow the
observation of monolayers that are tens of microns in their
lateral dimensions. The integrity of the starting graphite and h-
BN crystals is likely to determine the lateral size of the resulting
monolayers. Solvents with longer alkyl chains are more efficient
in stabilizing larger sheets in solutions of the exfoliated
intercalation compounds.

METHODS
First-stage graphite/H3PO4 and h-BN/H3PO4 intercalation com-
pounds were prepared as described in our earlier papers.10,11 Briefly,
24 mg (1 mmol) of cryo-milled graphite (CMG) or natural graphite
powder (GAK-2, Ukraine, 325 mesh) and 25 mg (1 mmol) of h-BN
(UK Abrasives Inc.) powders were mixed with 0.06 mL (1 mmol) and
0.12 mL (2 mmol), respectively, of 85 wt % H3PO4. The suspensions
were spread on glass slides and kept at 120 °C thereafter with periodic
XRD analysis. When the amounts of the intercalated phases in these
graphite/H3PO4 and h-BN/H3PO4 systems reached relatively high
values (Figure S1a) the samples were subjected to exfoliation in
solvents.
About 1 mg of the graphite/H3PO4 and h-BN/H3PO4 samples that

were kept at 120 °C was added to the solvent (1 mL) in a glass vial,
which was preheated to the temperature of exfoliation and placed on a
stirring plate. The suspensions were stirred at higher temperatures for
3 h and 45 h and then allowed to stand at room temperature for 40−
45 days. Colloidal suspensions prepared in this way settle over a period
of days but are completely resuspended by briefly stirring or shaking
the vial.
For AFM and TERS analysis and electrical measurements, the

suspensions were diluted with ethanol (1:100) and immediately
dropcast onto a Si or sapphire substrate. The samples were dried
under ambient conditions and then kept in vacuum at 40 °C.
The starting graphite and h-BN powders and graphite/H3PO4 and

h-BN/H3PO4 intercalation compounds were characterized by X-ray
powder diffraction, (XRD, Philips Empyrean, Cu Kα radiation) and
field emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM) (FEI Nano-
SEM 630 FESEM, low-vacuum mode, accelerating voltage 3 kV). The
nanosheets after exfoliation were characterized by transmission
electron microscopy (TEM, JEOL 1200 EXII, accelerating voltage
80 kV); FESEM (Zeiss Sigma VP-FESEM, InLens detector,
accelerating voltage 3 kV), atomic force microscopy (AFM) with a
Bruker Icon microscope in PeakForce QNM imaging mode using
single crystal Si(100) substrates, and by micro-Raman spectroscopy
(Renishaw inVia confocal microscope-based Raman spectrometer,
laser 514.5 and 488 nm, laser spot ∼1 μm) and tip enhanced Raman
spectroscopy (TERS, Horiba LabRam coupled to AIST-NT AFM,
laser 633 and 532 nm). Raman spectra of h-BN sheets on Si were
acquired with a Horiba LabRam HR Evolution UV Raman
Spectrometer using a 74× UV objective and a 290 nm wavelength
laser excitation.
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